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"Jani." by LoBole, Division of Paintng

0f the Industrial and Commercial design dispînys,
which were, to me, rather unrewarding, the work of
Andrew Yeung (a chair) stood out as being a concept
that has a place to go. Similarly, Keith Laytorfs
concept-4ayout and model for another chair struck me
as having potential.

0f the graphic work and painting, there is-suçh a
variety of quality even between works of the same artist
that one is uncertain whether this means the artists are
to be commended for rapid personal develipmnent or

6" by Dèno ergon, Diviston oU culptre censured for haphazard production. Lillian -Barei's
Charcoal on Paper is excellent but bier painting
Seagulls and Cormorants, though compelling, is less
than the charcoal work would lead you to expect. But
again the complaint is not composition or colour, both
of which are effective, but with the execution. A more
precise control over the paint brusb would have
maintained the evocative abstraction while losing the
effect of inconsistent definition. Jim Corrigan bas
enigmatic titles (Somna-After the Feelies) for his
rather enigmatic works. Corrigan will probably take a
lot of criticism for his approacb, whicb I personally do
not find aesthetically pleasing at this tîme, but whicb
does indicate an individualism an~d inegrity that many
of bis fellow graduates lack.

('~It1lUUSLee Bayle's large work, AI and Karen, is nicely
complimented by hier charcoal drawing Janie. In both
works, Bayle shows good basic draftsmansbip. The

nus"b olFedlh iiinc htgu n painting AI and Karen, is the most definite example of

the holistic artistic vision 1 wrote of earlier. With the
painting, Bayle has accepted the challenge of the suze of
the canvas admirably, creating a fusion of colour and
compositional elements which is surprisingly assured
for such a young artist. In Donna Mehalke's work, no
lcss than Bayle's, the enormity of the chances of success
with the attempt' more than the actual achievement are
what arrests the viewer. Mehalke's several works imply*
a talent that is indeed unique and promising. The
expressive qualîties of the three figure portraits are
powerful and upsetting-products of a vision not
entirely accepting of the limitations of painting as a
medium of expression. This surmise is corroborated by
the stunning charcoal drawings alongside the
paintings. These are spontaneous energized, almost
photographic images. 1

Bey Pike's Parkdale has some compellingly
energetic qualities too but seems overwhelmed by the
artist's desire to make the work spontaneous. The work
of Janie Moînar, ghosts, reminded me of the work of
Duane Michels, an artist Moînar migbt be interested in
exposing herself to, if she has not done so already.
Maria Maryniak has some good colour qualities in the
work Hayilky, but is hampered from real excellence by
an'unfinished integration of brushwork.

The BFA (Art and Design) graduate show is on
display at the Students' Unio'n Art Gallery until April
4. Gallery hours are 11-5 weekdays, 1-5 weekends.
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